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HERITAGE AND CONTEXT  
Heritage and Context information

Lewes is a historic market town situated on elevated ground 
overlooking the River Ouse. It was founded by the Saxon’s in the 
6th century, with its name deriving from the Saxon word ‘hluews’, 
meaning hills.

By the 10th century, Lewes had emerged as a fortified settlement 
known as a ‘burh’. Founded by King Alfred, this was protected by 
a moat and rampart. By 1066, it was an established settlement 
with two weekly markets and two mints, whilst the population is 
believed to have reached c.2000. The Domesday Book of 1086 
notes Lewes to belong to William de Warenne. 

A charter was granted to the town in 1148 and by 1295, it had 
become a parliamentary borough. Throughout the 13th and 14th 
centuries, Lewes was subject to considerable conflict. 1264 saw 
the Battle of Lewes and in 1334, a ‘murage’ was granted to fund 
the building and maintenance of the town walls. 

Lewes’ proximity to the south coast rendered it vulnerable to 
attacks from France and in 1379, the French went on to overrun 
the priory. In 1381, the castle gates, windows and records were 
severely damaged. 

In the 17th century, L. F. Salzman described Lewes as a ‘pleasant 
place to live’, whilst noting ‘intensive development’ in the period. 

The 18th century saw Lewes emerge as a busy port town. Other 
significant developments include the establishment of a library; 
the provision of a fire engine in 1726; a local newspaper founded 
in 1745; a theatre opened in 1789; and, two banks by this time. 
The prosperity evidenced by this growth attracted still more gentry, 
who were to construct houses with walled gardens in the town. 
Such a status was further encouraged by the growth of nearby 
Brighton and its royal visitors. 

In 1846, the port was to become obsolete although a coach service 
to London and a railway from Lewes to Brighton had become 
established. In the following year, lines also opened to Hastings 
and Newhaven. In 1888, the railway station was re-located and a 
new structure built close by the priory. 

Historic mapping from 1873 (Figure 1) and the dense yet organic 
nature of the town’s layout at this time shows that the medieval 
origins of Lewes remained a persistent influence upon the 
plan of this up until the 19th century. Here, the application site 
is represented as an enclosed yet largely open space, which, 
but for one enclosed component at the southeast corner, was 
presumably utilised as a garden area by one or more properties 
fronting onto the High Street (Figure 2).
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Lewes became a Borough in 1881 and in 1893 a new town hall 
was constructed with a corn market and assembly room. A historic 
map from 1932 shows the timber yard adjacent the railway to be 
developed with large buildings, albeit its environs continued to 
remain relatively unchanged. This would include open space to 
the rear of High Street, which at this time continues to remain 
largely vacant  (Figure 3). 

OS mapping from 1955 (Figure 4) shows this former open space 
has now been subdivided into a number of component parcels. 
The former periphery is no longer enclosed on its eastern edge 
and a new bus station is clearly illustrated. The site’s planning 
history confirms that the facility was constructed on Eastgate 
Street following the granting of planning permission in November 
1951 (N/51/0487/2710), to redevelop land sold to Southdown 
Motor Services in 1948. Research further confirms that the site 
is likely to have been originally part of Grade II listed 213 High 
Street, designated in 1952. 

By 1951, the population of Lewes had reached 13,000. 
From 1955 to the end of the twentieth century, the previously 
established morphology of the town can be seen to persist. 
Otherwise, significant change would include the removal of a 
terrace of cottages on Little East Street, thus accommodating a 
new one-way system (Phoenix Causeway constructed in 1969-
71), and Waitrose, which obtained planning permission in 1972 
(N/72/7881). 


